
… your Ticket to Italy!

GROUP RATES FOR TRAVEL AGENCIES AND TOUR OPERATORS



Ticket to Ride travel s.r.l. is an Italian Incoming Tour Operator, specialized in the region of the Nothern 
Lakes: Lake Garda, where our office is located, Lake Maggiore, Lake Como, Lake Iseo and Lake Levico. 
Thanks to our experience and our rooms allocation in many 3 and 4 star hotels in the most important
Touristic Italian Regions we can offer the best proposals at very interested rates.
Our staff, expert and qualified, is at your disposal to create and prepare the itineraries for your clients, 
offering suggestions and assistance to realize the best stay for your groups and individual clients.
Every journey is for us a tailormade experience, done with our passion and precision.   
Do not hesitate to contact us for any information or request!

Via Gramsci, 16 - 25080 Padenghe s/G. (BS) - ITALY
Tel. +39 030 9900567 / +39 030 9900497 - Fax +39 030 9903604
E-mail: info@tickettoride.it - www.tickettoride.it
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Day 1: Arrival - CREMONA 
Arrival at the airport of Bergamo, appointment with your guide and coach, transfer to Cremona. 
Typical lunch in a restaurant. 
Afternoon, visit of the city of Cremona and its main monuments: 
the heart of the city is the monumental complex of Piazza del Duomo, the Cathedral 
with 16th century paintings, the largest Romanesque Baptistery, the famous Torrazzo 
(the highest Campanile in Europe), the Town Hall and Loggia dei Soldati, evoking the 
atmosphere of medieval and Renaissance life. Visit of the Museum of the Luthieria, 
visit of the workshop of a Liutheria ... 
Return to the hotel for dinner and overnight. 
 
Day 2: CREMA - SONCINO - PIZZIGHETTONE 
Breakfast at the hotel. 
Departure by coach to Crema and guided tour of the city: picturesque old town, CREMA has ancient origins and a 
long history of splendor, richness and art testify to the high-quality monuments that punctuate the urban fabric. The 
city center is bounded by walls (XV-XVI), of which there are still important remains and is located around Piazza 
Duomo, the real heart of the city with the Lombard Gothic Cathedral, the buildings of the Renaissance (City Hall, 
Palazzo Pretorio, Bishop Palace) and the Casa-bottega. Visit of Santa Maria della Croce, Theatre San Domenico. 
Continuation by bus to visit the fortified towns around Cremona: Soncino, one of the most beautiful cities of Italy and 
Pizzighettone: the wall of  Pizzighettone is the only one intact in the province of Cremona and one of the most im-
portant of those of Lombardy. Return to Cremona, typical dinner in an agricultural field. Overnight at the hotel. 
 
Day 3: NAVIGATION ON THE PO 
Breakfast at the hotel. 
Half day excursion by boat: from Cremona to the island of Deserto to join the dyke of Isola Serafini. 
Descent to Po Nuovo and return to Cremona via the Lanca des Artistes. During the trip, we will explain the history of 
the Po and its environment. Return to Cremona, lunch at the restaurant. Afternoon free for individual  
discovery ,purchases etc ... 
 
Day 4: DEPARTURE 
Breakfast. 
Transfer to the airport, return at home. 
      
          

ENO GASTRONOMIC WEEK END  
IN CREMONA 4 days - 3 nts 
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Day 1: ARRIVAL IN MANTUA 
Arrival at Bergamo airport - Orio al Serio in the morning - meeting with our guideand our coach and transfer to Mantua. Dinner 
and overnight at the hotel in Mantua or surroundings. 
Day 2: MANTUA 
Breakfast at the hotel. 
Departure for Mantova, beautiful city of art, the city of Gonzaga, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, with its palaces, museums, 
churches: the Castle of St. George and its towers (external) the Doges and the famous CAMERA DEGLI SPOSI with paintings 
of Mantegna (including admission), the Sordello Square, the Cathedral ... visit with a local guide. 
Typical lunch in a restaurant. 
We continue the tour, with the visit of the Palazzo Te and if we have time the palace near San Sebastian - Museum of the City. 
Palazzo Te is accessible from the historic center via the "Route of the Prince" (about 1 km and half) along which are important 
monuments such as the fishmongers and Giulio Romano on Rio, the house of Giulio Romano, Mantegna’s house and Temple of 
San Sebastian by LB Alberti. Dinner and overnight at the hotel. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Day 3: VALEGGIO / BORGHETTO / BOTANICAL GARDEN SIGURTA ' 
Breakfast at the hotel. 
Departure for Valeggio and Borghetto sul Mincio. 
We can see how they are handmade the famous "tortellini", then taste them in a lunch accompanied by local products. 
In the afternoon visit the Botanical Garden SIGURTA ': with 560,000 square meters, it extends till the edges of the hills , it is 
among the five most beautiful parks in the world. The flowers that follow one after another according to the seasons, the water 
garden and the medical herb garden are just a few examples of what you can admire in the park .... 
Return to the hotel. Dinner and accommodation. 
 
Day 4: SABBIONETA-RETURN AT HOME 
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure by coach to Sabbionata, half-day guided tour of the city, including the Ducal Palace, Palace 
Garden with the Gallery, Antique Theater. Lunch in the restaurant. 
Transfer to Bergamo airport, return at home.  
        
          

ENO-GASTRONOMIC  
WEEK END IN MANTUA 4 days - 3 nts 
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Day 1: ARRIVAL AT LAKE GARDE 
Arrival with your coach at Lake Garda, installation at the hotel in the western part of the lake, welcome drink, dinner and accom-
modation. 
 
Day 2: LIMONE SUL GARDA AND GARDONE RIVIERA 
Breakfast at the hotel. 
This morning, a day trip with our guide from the pretty town of Limone, where lemon production has thrived for centuries. Located 
on the northwest side of the lake, is famous for its historic lanes and panoramic views. You will visit Limonaia del Castèl, an old 
18th century lemon plantation with more than 70 citrus trees. Tasting of limoncello, typical and delicious lemon cream, biscuits 
and carpaccio of lemons and citrus marmelade ... 
Our visit continues in Gardone Riviera, known for its prestigious gardens, 
free time for lunch- 
Guided tour of the botanical gardens Andre Heller. Founded in 1910 by Arthur Hruska, the sheltered location and mild climate 
meant many exotic species that could be planted here. The beautifully designed gardens now belong to a foundation created by 
the artist André Heller and feature over 3000 different species, magnolias and Tibetan iris primroses and ferns, as well as a range 
of sculptures of modern art. 
To finish the day we head towards an oil mill for a visit and tasting. You will 
see the olive groves and find out how extra virgin olive oil is made before en-
joying an olive oil tasting and delicious pâté. Back to the hotel, dinner and ac-
commodation. 
 
Day 3: ISOLA DELLA SCALA - GARDEN GIUSTI 
Breakfast at the hotel. 
Today we visit the small town of Isola della Scala, a center of rice cultivation and host to the famous "Fiera del Riso" (Rice Fair). 
At Riso Ferron, you will learn  about  rice cultivation and production before being treated to a practical demonstration (suppl.)  
Free time for lunch.  
Our next stop is the magnificent Giardino Giusti in Verona - an Italian Renaissance garden that has been declared a  
national monument. You will see collections of flowers, Roman ruins, fountains, mythological statues and caves, as well as its 
famous cypress avenue. The terraces climbing the hill were designed to reveal the city a bit at a time until you reach the highest 
point where you can enjoy a panoramic view of Verona. 
Dinner and overnight at the hotel. 
 
Day 4:  SIGURTA 'GARDEN- BORGHETTO SUL MINCIO 
Enjoy breakfast before going on excursion to the exceptional Botanical Garden Sigurtà. Considered one of the most beautiful gar-
dens in the world, it has a wide variety of colorful plants and flowers and centenarian trees .. With its features including decorative 
ponds, lakes, a horizontal sundial and a meadow, its history dating back to the 1400s and focuses on conservation, there is much 
to capture your imagination. 
We continue towards Borghetto: this preserved medieval village is dominated by the castle of Scaligero and Ponte Visconteo, a 
bridge and the fortified dam on the Mincio River. Free time for lunch. 
Our last stop is in a cellar in the hills, just south of Lake Garda, the 38 acre vineyard produces high quality wines. Discover how 
different varieties are made and stored until they are ready for bottling before enjoying a tasting. 
Back to the hotel for dinner and overnight. 
 
Day 5: MALCESINE - MONTE BALDO 
Breakfast at the hotel. Excursion to Malcesine. You will travel by boat to this picturesque town, which is in a charming setting on 
the eastern shore of the lake, with an imposing mountain ridge behind it. Discover its cobbled streets, lined with port cafes, pretty 
little squares and the historic castle. 
We also include a cable car to climb up to Monte Baldo for a breathtaking view of the lake. You will have a 360 degree view as the 
unique rotating cabs will take you to an altitude of 1800 meters. At the top of the mountain you will discover why the Monte Baldo 
is known as "The Garden of Europe" with a guide that highlights the flora and fauna here on a fascinating walking tour. 
Free time for lunch .  
Back to the hotel by coach, dinner and overnight. 
 
Day 6: BACK HOME 
Breakfast at the hotel. Return at home. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GARDENS AND SCENTS 
OF LAKE GARDA 6 days - 5 nts 
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Day 1: ARRIVAL ON LAKE GARDA 
Arrival at your 3 * hotel in Lake Garda. 
Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay. 
 
Day 2: LAKE TOUR WITH TASTINGS 
Breakfast and excursion by whole day coach to discover Lake Garda with our local guide: we will see Gardone Ri- 
viera, Salò, Toscolano Maderno, Limone (stop) and arrival in Riva del Garda. 
Typical lunch in the restaurant and continuation towards the Veronese shore: Malcesine, Garda, Bardolino. 
Stop in a cellar for tasting of local products, wines of Lake Garda with salami, cheeses, oil of the Garda. 
Return to hotel for dinner and overnight stay. 
 
Day 3: SIRMIONE-VERONA-VALPOLICELLA 
Breakfast and departure to Sirmione: guided tour of the city, lunch in the restaurant with typical menu, in the after-
noon guided tour of Verona and stop in a cellar to taste the wines of the Valpolicella. 
Return to hotel for dinner and overnight stay. 
 
Day 4: LAKE OF ISEO AND CASTELLO MALPAGA 
Breakfast. Excursion to discover this “green” lake with a local guide. 
Line boat from Iseo to Montisola, locality Peschiera Maraglio, walk from Peschiera to Sensole passing for the Sanc-
tuary of the Madonna de la Ceriola. 
Typical lunch at Sensole (drinks included) and return by boat to Iseo. 
Brief tour of the city and continuation by coach to join the CASTLE MALPAGA: guided tour of the castle with possibil-
ity of knighthood with clothes of time. 
At the Chateau there is also the possibility to participate to a cooking course (on suppl) with tasting of the dishes 
made or have a typical dinner (on suppl) with a table set up with dishes in earthquake and wooden cutlery, waiters in 
medieval costume . Return to the hotel for dinner and accommodation. 
 
Day 5: BACK HOME 
Breakfast and departure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ENOGASTRONOMIC TOUR ON LAKE 
GARDA AND COOKING LESSON 

5 days - 4 nts 
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Lake Garda is the largest Italian lake, situated at only 30 kms from Verona, 100 Kms from Milan and 130 kms from 
Venice: it is well placed for road, rail and air connections. Lake Garda offers a splendid natural scenery full of col-
ours, surrounded by the Dolomites of Brenta in the North and the gentle slopes of the morenic hills in the south. 

1° day:   Arrival to your 3* hotel in Lake Garda in the afternoon. Welcome drink,  dinner and overnight 
stay. 

2° day:  Breakfast and departure for a full-day excursion around the lake, discovering its nature 
and treasures with a local guide. Visit of Sirmione, this fascinating peninsula called the “pearl” of the 
lake and then boat to the northern side of the lake. Arrival to Limone,  typical village which dues its 
name to its lemons ancient production. You’ll continue by coach your lake tour: Riva del Garda, Mal-
cesine, Bardolino, Garda…with a stop to a wine-cellar for visit and wine-tasting. Dinner and overnight 
stay. 

3° day:  Breakfast and departure for a full-day excursion to Mantua and Verona. Visits with local 
guides: the well-known Piazza Sordello, the Church, the Ducal Palace with Mantegna’s frescoes and then 
Verona with the Arena, Piazza della Signoria, Piazza Erbe , Mazzini Road and its shops…   Dinner and 
overnight stay. 

4° day:  Breakfast and departure. 

DISCOVERING  LAKE GARDA 4 days - 3nts 

              ITALIAN LAKES        
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Rich, elaborate, refinedand mouth-watering, Lake Garda cuisine reconciles the best traditional practices of the coastal centres with the exquis-
itely typical specialities of the Benaco area. Fish is prepared in the most varied manners, from fried bleak to tench risotto, from whitefish to 
gardesana eel. Meat dishes are also excellent, boiled meat or roasts served with sauces typical of the area as pearà. Cheese from Tignale 
and the proverbial « brodo di giuggiole » round off the meal. As regards wines, there is truly the embarrassment of varieties, as Lake Garda 
area is one of the best areas for quality wines in Italy (certifiedDoc and Docg): the smooth Chiaretto di Moniga is a perfect accompaniement for 
fishdishes, whilst the area also produces the heavier Rosso Riviera, the more refined Lugana and the white Tocai from San Martino. And of 
course, there is the Bardolino in its two varieties, Rosso and Rosso Superiore. 

1° day:  Arrival to your Hotel on Lake Garda. Welcome drink, accommodation in the rooms. Dinner and overnight stay.      

2° day:  After breakfast, departure by coach with our guide for the area of Lugana and Custoza, famous for their good white wine. Lugana  
wine has a pleasant and fresh taste, Custoza wine is dry and slightly bitter. Time to visit the wine-cellars with  wine and olive oil  tasting. Lunch 
in a typical restaurant or agriturismo. Return to your Hotel, optional dinner and overnight stay.         

3° day:  After breakfast, departure to Verona, the beautiful city of Romeo and Juliet with the charming Arena. Visit with an official guide and 
then time at leisure. In the late afternoon  visit  to a wine cellar in the region Valpolicella / Bardolino  (red wines) with wine tasting and 
typical dinner. Return to your Hotel and overnight stay.        

4° day: Breakfast. Departure to the “green” Lake Iseo.  Boat from Iseo to Montisola and typical  lunch with fish in a restaurant. Time at your 
disposal. In the afternoon, stop in the area of Franciacorta, well-known for its sparkling wines . Here you will visit  a wine cellar to taste the 
different types of bubbles from Brut to Saten. These sparkling wines are made with Chardonnay, Pinot Bianco and Pinot Nero and are elegant 
and creamy bubblies. Optional dinner  and overnight stay in your Hotel.          

5° day: After breakfast, departure to Trento. Half-day visit with an official guide.  Free time for lunch. In the afternoon, you will visit a snap 
distillery. Return to your Hotel. Optional Dinner and overnight stay.         

6° day: After breakfast, departure to Mantua. Half-day guided visit of the city. Free time for lunch and shopping. Proceed then to Valeggio 
del Mincio to taste the famous pasta called “Tortellini”. The bridge-town located at the hub of important commercial traffic routes was a pas-
sage way for pilgrims and merchants. The village “Borghetto” keeps all the ancient and magic atmosphere. Typical dinner, back to your hotel 
and overnight stay.                                               

 7° day:  After breakfast, full-day dedicated to the discover of Lake Garda with our tour escort. Cruise by boat from Desenzano/Sirmione to 
Limone del Garda with lunch on board. Time at disposal in Limone, and then you will continue the tour by coach: Riva del Garda, Malcesine, 
Bardolino…… Optional Dinner and overnight stay.    

8° day:   Breakfast and departure.        

GOURMET TOUR ON LAKE GARDA 8 days - 7nts 

            ITALIAN LAKES        
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1° day:   Arrival to your 3* Hotel in the late afternoon. Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay. 

2° day:  Breakfast. Private boat to Sirmione , the pearl of Lake Garda, visit with a local guide to this roman-
tic town and walk through its narrow streets and picturesque corners . Whilst in Sirmione experience a visit 
around the peninsula by boat(on suppl) .  In the afternoon visit of Verona, the town of Romeo and Juliet with 
a local guide, return to your hotel for dinner and overnight stay. 

3° day: Breakfast. Full-day excursion around the Lake with a local guide. Stops in the most characteristic 
villages as Salò, Riva del Garda, Malcesine and visit to a wine-cellar with wine-tasting. Dinner and overnight 
stay. 

4° day:  Breakfast. Full-day excursion to the Dolomites: Ega Valley and Lake Carezza and then Moena, 
Canazei, Passo Pordoi till Cortina d’Ampezzo, the queen of the Dolomites. Local guide for the whole tour. Din-
ner and overnight stay.    

5° day:  Breakfast. Full-day excursion to Mantua and Verona. Visits with local guides: the well-known Piazza 
Sordello, the Church, the Ducal Palace with Mantegna’ frescoes and then Verona  with the Arena, its Squares, 
Mazzini road and its shops… Dinner and overnight stay. 

6° day: Breakfast. Full day excursion to Venice, unique and magic town: San Marco Square, its Basilica, the Dog-
es Palace, Rialto…Private boat parking Tronchetto/San Marco and return, 2 hours visit with a local guide and op-
tional romantic Gondola trip. Dinner and overnight stay. 

7° day:  Breakfast. Excursion to the nice Iseo Lake, boat to Montisola and visit of this little “green” island,  typi-
cal lunch in a restaurant, return to Iseo, free time for shopping and return to the hotel for dinner and overnight 
stay    

 8° day: breakfast and departure 

DISCOVERING LAKE GARDA  8 days - 7nts 

            ITALIAN LAKES        
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Lake Maggiore, deposit of the wealth and cultural heritage left by the Borromeo family, is still testimony to their 
prestige and refinement which can be seen in their magnificent islands Palazzi with their impressive Italian gar-
dens, and the imposing Fortress of Angera. The lake should be seen from the lake, and from the lake time 
seems to have stood still. The Monastery of Santa Caterina clinging to the rocky cliff, Stresa and the Borromeo 
Islands, small size but rich in history, and the Castle of Cannero are just few of the timeless examples awaiting 
the visitor. 

1° day: Arrival to your Hotel on Lake Maggiore in the late afternoon, welcome drink , dinner and 
overnight stay. 

2° day: Breakfast. Full-day excursion to the Borromean  Islands by private boat and with a local 
guide: the Isola Bella with its baroque garden and its palace, the Isola Pescatori, a maze of pictu-
resque lanes and passages , and the Isola Madre, the farest and the most suggestive for its silence, 
with its rich botanical gardens. Stop in Stresa , for shopping and a “café gourmand” accompanied by 
local biscuits. Dinner and overnight stay. 

3° day: Breakfast. In the morning excursion to Lake Orta situated to the west of Lake Maggiore. 
Here climate is mild, the shores and the environments are picturesque, the tourist activity is fervent. 
In the middle of the lake, in front of Orta, there is the little San Giulio Island, with the homonymous 
Basilica ,  that you will reach by boat. In the afternoon time at leisure or visit the Botanical Gardens of 
Villa Taranto. Dinner and overnight stay.  

4° day: breakfast and departure  

LAKE MAGGIORE AND ITS ISLANDS 
4 days - 3 nights 

            ITALIAN LAKES        
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1st day:  Arrival to your Hotel on Lake Maggiore in the late afternoon. Welcome Drink, 
dinner and overnight stay. 

2nd day: Breakfast. Full-day excursion to the Borromean Islands by private boat: the 
Isola Bella with its baroque garden and its palace, the Isola Pescatori with its rustic village 
from the tortous and narrow lanes, that come to nothing in the beautiful walk of the 
northern point of the island, the Isola Madre, the farest and the most suggestive for its 
silence. Dinner and overnight stay. 

3rd day: Breakfast. In the morning excursion to Lake Orta and San Giulio Island, that 
you will reach by boat. In the afternoon time at leisure or visit to Botanical Gardens of  
Villa Taranto. Dinner and overnight stay. 

4th day: Breakfast. Full-day excursion to Lake Lugano and Como. You will reach Lu-
gano, stop for a free visit. Proceed to Cadenabbia: optional visit to Villa Carlotta and its 
wonderful garden. Boat to Bellagio and return, proceed to Como, and then back to your 
Hotel. Dinner and overnight stay. 

5th day: Breakfast and departure to Bergamo: visit of the town, the charming “old 
town” with the Basilica, the Cappella Colleoni… in the afternoon proceed to Lake Iseo, 
boat to Montisola for visiting this enchanted “green”  island, dinner and overnight stay in 
your hotel in Garda Lake. 

6th day: Breakfast and departure for a full-day excursion around the Garda lake, discovering its na-
ture and beauties with a local guide. Visit of Sirmione and then boat to the northern side of the lake. 
Arrival to Limone, typical village which dues its name to its lemons ancient production. You’ll continue 
by coach your lake tour: Riva del Garda, Malcesine, Bardolino, Garda…with a stop to a wine-cellar for 
visit and wine-tasting. Dinner and overnight stay. 

7th day: Breakfast and departure to Verona, the city of Romeo and Juliet , for a half day visit with a 
local guide : the Arena, the squares, the Churches…and afternoon free for shopping. Dinner and over-
night stay in Lake Garda  

8th day: breakfast and departure 

COMBINED TOUR OF THE NORTHERN LAKES: 
MAGGIORE, ORTA, LUGANO, COMO, GARDA… 

8 days - 7 nights 

            ITALIAN LAKES        
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1st day:  Arrival in your Hotel on Lake Maggiore. Free lunch. Meeting with your guide for an excursion to Or-
ta: boarding on the private boat to the Island of San Giulio and visit of the Romanic Church. Transfer back to 
Orta, visit of the village and free time. Return to your hotel, welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay. 

2nd day: BORROMEAN ISLANDS: Buffet breakfast in the hotel. Full day excursion to the Borromean Is-
lands : transfer by private boat to the Isola Bella with its baroque garden and its palace, the Isola Pescatori 
with its rustic village from the tortous and narrow lanes, free lunch on this island and in the afternoon continua-
tion to the Isola Madre, the farest and most suggestive for its silence. Back to Stresa, free time, dinner and 
overnight stay. 

3rd day:  CENTOVALLI TRAIN : buffet breakfast in the hotel. Departure to Stresa, boarding on the public 
boat to Lugano, lunch on board, arrival in Locarno , at the Alps feet and free time. At 4h00 p.m. departure with 
the panoramic train CENTO VALLI from Locarno to Domossola. This train runs through the magical “Hundred 
Valleys”, the Centovalli. It offers some of the most beautiful views in Europe... arrival at 6h00 p.m., return to 
your hotel, dinner and overnight stay. 

4th day: buffet breakfast in the hotel, departure to Villa Taranto, guided visit of the Villa and its gardens, 
which are the result , moulded during the years, of an arduous elaboration undertaken by  Captain McEacham in 
1931. Free lunch. Departure. 

“CENTOVALLI TRAIN”  
4 days - 3 nights 

            ITALIAN LAKES        
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Lake Como, also known as "Lario", is the deepest in Italy, 410 meters, and one of the deepest in Europe. With its big water 
mass it has a strong influence on the climate, gifting to the centre of the lake area a weather similar to the Liguria Coast 
region. Laurels and olive trees grow well, and the numerous gardens host palms and tropical trees. In this area the green-
houses are numerous. Como province adds to all this an original and fascinating artistic asset in which three main trends 
may easily outlined. The first one, more garish, is formed by the Lake Como Villas, unique in the world both for their archi-
tectural and landscape value and the numerous treasures that they contain. The second, more hidden and cultured, is 
formed by the incredible concentration in this territory of Romanesque churches, that testify a brilliant and flourishing Middle
–Age. The third asset, more evocative and intriguing, is formed by many military fortresses of different ages, with their own 
asset of anecdotes and legends, that testify a turbulent and adventurous past. 

1° day: Arrival to your Hotel on Lake Como in the late afternoon. Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay. 

2° day: LAKE COMO : Breakfast. Full-day excursion to the  discovery of the Lake with a local guide. Visit of   Como, S. Ab-
bondio Church, a masterpiece of Lombardy Roman style, the Dome ,the Broletto. Private boat then from Como to Bellagio, 
coasting the lake and admiring its nature and villas.  Stop in Bellagio for free lunch and in the afternoon boat to Cadenabbia, 
where you can visit Villa Carlotta and its garden. Dinner and overnight stay. 

3° day: MILAN : Breakfast. In the morning departure to Milan, visit with an official guide: the Dome and its spires, the 
Sforza Castle, the Scala Theatre, the Pinacoteca Ambrosiana, the shopping and the fashion…free lunch and in the afternoon 
visit of Bergamo with its “higher town”…, with the Dome, the Cappella Colleoni, the Church of Santa Maria Maggiore, the 
Baptistery..visit with a local guide. Dinner and overnight stay. 

4° day: LAKE MAGGIORE : Breakfast. Full-day excursion to the Borromean  Islands: 
private boat from Stresa to Isola Bella with its baroque garden and its palace, the Charming 
Isola Pescatori, the Isola Madre, the farest and the most suggestive for its silence. Free 
time in Stresa and way back to your Hotel. Dinner and overnight stay. 

5° day: LAKE ORTA : Breakfast. In the morning excursion to Lake Orta and San Giulio Island, that you will reach by boat. 
Free lunch and departure.       

THE ATMOSPHERE OF LAKE COMO AND  
THE FASHION IN MILAN 5 days - 4 nts 

            ITALIAN LAKES        
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The valleys of the Dolomites have maintained their many ancient traditions which still today are 
part of everyday life. This can be seen in the particularly attractive and warm architecture, it can be 
tasted in the delicious food made by following recipes handed down from generation to generation, 
it can be heard in the folk music of the many village bands… With this tour you will see the splen-
dour of these unique mountains, together with the mildness of this green-blue lakes. 
 
1st day    Arrival to your hotel on Lake Levico in the late afternoon.  Welcome drink and  
dinner and overnight stay. 

2nd day   Breakfast and then at the discovery of the fabulous Dolomites.  An alpine guide will take 
you around for the whole day to really appreciate the natural beauties: Val d’Elga with Lake Carezza, 
Val di Fassa, Canazei, Passo Pordoi, Passo Falzarego and then Cortina d’Ampezzo. In the afternoon 
Passo delle Tre Croci and the Misurina Lake, Val Gardena, Santa Cristina, Ortisei. Typical dinner and 
overnight stay in your hotel.                  

3rd day    Breakfast. Visit of Trento with a local guide: the Church of Santa Maria Maggiore, the 
Dome square, the Dome and the Buonconsiglio Castle, which was the seat of the Princes- Bishops 
Government. In the afternoon you will visit Bolzano, with a local guide: the Dome and its centre…On 
the way back, stop in Appiano on “the wine road”, with visit to a wine-cellar with  wine-tasting. Dinner 
and overnight stay.     

4th day    Breakfast and then excursion to Lake Garda: Riva del Garda, commercial centre in the 
north, Malcesine, Torri del Benaco, ferry-boat to the western side of the lake Toscolano Maderno, Gar-
gnano, Limone del Garda… Candle dinner at the hotel and overnight stay. 

5th day     Breakfast and departure. 

DOLOMITES AND LAKE LEVICO 
a nice tour between the mountains and the lakes  

5 days - 4 nts 

            ITALIAN LAKES        

… your ticket to Italy 

 

 

...A Tour that gives you the chance of admiring the classical artistic beauties in Italy..                                                                                                           

1st day   Arrival to your hotel on Lake Garda in the late afternoon. Welcome drink + dinner and overnight at 
your hotel. 

2nd day  SIRMIONE - VERONA : Breakfast. Private boat to Sirmione, the pearl of the lake – guided visit of 
the historical centre, with its castle, the narrow streets and romantic corners...  then you will drive to Verona, 
the town of Giulietta and Romeo. Visit with a local guide: the Arena, the famous squares, via Mazzini and its 
shops, Giulietta’s home with the famous balcony...  Dinner and overnight stay.               

3rd day  VENICE : Breakfast and full-day excursion to Venice, once called la Serenissima. Private boat from 
Tronchetto Parking to St Marco’s square and return, 2 hours official guide. Venice: its canals, its little Squares, 
the Ducal Palace, St Marco’s Church, Rialto, the Bridge of the Sighs… optional Gondola tour.  Dinner and over-
night stay.     
 
4th day  FLORENCE : Breakfast and departure to Florence, one of the main cities of art, witness of the Re-
naissance Era. Visit with a local guide: the Dome, with the Cupola of Brunelleschi, the  Baptistery, Giotto’s Bell-
Tower, the Signoria Square and the Uffizi Museum, the Old  Bridge and Santa Croce Church, the Bargello Mu-
seum, Palazzo Pitti and Boboli Gardens.  Dinner and overnight stay in a hotel in the surroundings of Florence. 
 
5th day  ROME : Breakfast and departure to Rome, the eternal town. Half day visit with a local guide: the 
Colosseum, Fori Imperiali, Piazza di Spagna, San Pietro in Vincoli, la Fontana di Trevi… Dinner and overnight 
stay. 

 

 

THE UNFORGETTABLE CLASSICAL TOURS  
10 days - 9 nights 

            CULTURAL TOURS         

… your ticket to Italy 
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6th day  ROME : Breakfast. You will continue your visit to Rome with a half day local 
guide: the Vatican, San Pietro’s Square, the Basilica, the Vatican Museum… Time at lei-
sure  and then you will drive to the Amalfi Coast. Dinner and overnight stay in the Region 
of Sorrento. 

7th day  CAPRI: breakfast, full day excursion to Capri  , island of a exceptional beau-
ty , best known for its dramatic coastal scenery that has been appreciated for at least 
2000 years : Emperor Augustus and Emperor Tiberius both had homes here.. minicoach 
to Sorrento port, boat Sorrento/Capri with return, minicoach on the island Capri/
Anacapri, full day guide and  entrance fee for Villa San Michele. Dinner and overnight 
stay. 

8th day  AMALFI : Breakfast. Guided tour to the ruins of Pompei and in the afternoon the Amalfi Coast with 
Positano, Amalfi, Ravello … places so rich in history and art, where you can’t miss the famous “limoncello”. Din-
ner and overnight stay. 

9th day  ORVIETO : Breakfast and departure. Stop in Orvieto, free visit of the well-know Dome, masterpiece 
of  the Italian Gothic Architecture. Dinner and overnight stay on the Versilia Coast. 

10th day Breakfast and departure.  

THE UNFORGETTABLE CLASSICAL TOURS  
10 days - 9 nights 

            CULTURAL TOURS        

… your ticket to Italy 

 

Hilly country sloping down from the Apennine mountain chain to the Tyr-
rhenian sea in a green, wooded, and fertile environment where oak, olive 
trees, and grape vines flourish among other vegetable species. A land of 
great tradition with remnants scattered everywhere that bear witness to the 
early civilization of the Etruscans, the ancient and enigmatic ancestors of 
the modern-day inhabitants. Land of farmers, artisans, artists and inven-
tors: feisty people inside but hard working, honest, cheerful and hospitable 
toward their fellow man. 

1st day: Arrival to your hotel in Montecatini or on Versilia coast in the late 
afternoon. Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay. 

2nd day  Breakfast. Full day excursion to Florence, one of the main cities of art, witness of the   Renaissance Era. Visit 
with a local guide: the Dome, with the Cupola of Brunelleschi, the Baptistery, Giotto’s Bell-Tower, the Signoria Square and 
the Uffizi Museum, the Old Bridge and Santa Croce Church, the Bargello Museum, Palazzo Pitti and Boboli gardens... Dinner 
and overnight stay.                  

3rd day Breakfast. Visit of Fiesole, Etruscan centre and then Roman town with a rich artistic and monumental patrimony 
like the Roman Theatre, the Etruscan walls, San Francesco’s Church and the Dome. Tour in the Tuscan countryside be-
tween its colours and flavours. Stop in a wine cellar in Gaiole in Chianti or Castellina in Chianti with wine and typical products 
tasting. Dinner and overnight stay.  

4th day  Breakfast, excursion to Siena, with its Piazza del Campo, the Public Palace, the Dome la Torre del Mangia, the 
Baptistery…visit with a local guide. In the afternoon, visit to San Giminiano with its towers, to the medieval village of  
Volterrra and short stop to San Miniato, too. Dinner and overnight stay.    

5th day  Breakfast. In the morning you will visit Lucca, very nice town with its Piazza 
Grande.In the afternoon Pisa with the Miracle square, the leaning Tower, the Baptistery and 
the Cemetery…Stop in Viareggio for shopping and time at leisure. Dinner and overnight stay 

6th day:  Breakfast and departure for a marvellous excursion to the “Cinque Terre”. You 
will reach by coach La Spezia and with a local train you will get to Monterosso, typical fisher-
men village – Free time for lunch – In the afternoon with a private boat you will stop to 
Vernazza and then to Portovenere, nice resort on the extreme west side of the gulf, so loved 
by the romantic poet Lord Byron. Back to La Spezia by boat. Dinner and overnight stay. 

7th day:  Breakfast and departure. 

 

TUSCANY : LAND OF COLOURS AND FLAVOURS  
7 days - 6 nights 

            CULTURAL TOURS        

… your ticket to Italy 
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1st day  Arrival to your hotel in Montecatini or in the Versilian coast in the late afternoon. Welcome 
drink, dinner and overnight stay. 

2nd day Breakfast. Full-day excursion to Florence, one of the main cities of art, witness of the Re-
naissance Era. Visit with a local guide: the Dome with the Cupola of Brunelleschi, the Baptistery, Giot-
to’s Bell-Tower, the Signoria Square and the Uffizi Museum, the Old Bridge and Santa Croce Church, 
the Bargello Museum, Palazzo Pitti and Boboli gardens... Dinner and overnight stay.                  

3rd day   Breakfast  and excursion to Pisa with its Miracle Square, the leaning Tower, the Baptistery 
and the Cemetery…and then Lucca, with the famous and historical city walls, the narrow medieval 
streets, San Martino, San Michele, San Frediano churches and the amphitheatre square… Dinner and 
overnight stay. 

4th day  Breakfast and departure to Fiesole, Etruscan centre and then Roman town with a rich artis-
tic and monumental patrimony like the Roman Theatre, the Etruscan walls, San Francesco’s Church 
and the Dome.   Tour in the Tuscan countryside between its colours and flavours….with stop in a wine 
cellar in Gaiole in Chianti or Castellina in Chianti with wine and typical products tasting. Dinner and 
overnight stay. 

THE COLOURS OF TUSCANY AND THE  
MYSTICISM OF UMBRIA 8 days - 7 nights 

            CULTURAL TOURS       

… your ticket to Italy 

 

 

5th day  Breakfast and then visit to San Giminiano with its 
towers and to the medieval town of  Volterra. You will drive 
then to Siena, free time for lunch and then guided tour of 
the  town with its Piazza del Campo, the Public Palace, the 
Dome, la Torre del Mangia, the Baptistery… Dinner and over-
night stay in your hotel in the surroundings of Siena. 

6th day  Breakfast. Full day excursion to Perugia and Assi-
si. Visit with a local guide of Perugia: IV Novembre Square, 
with St Lorenzo’s Cathedral, the Loggia Braccio Fortebraccio, the Maggi-
ore Fountain…the gothic Church of St Agata and Priori’s road…in the af-
ternoon guided visit of Assisi: St Francesco’s Church, the Dome, the 
Rocca Maggiore, l’Eremo  delle Carceri…Short visit to Spello, typical me-
dieval village. Dinner and overnight stay. 

7th day  Breakfast and discovery of the “Minor Tuscany”: the villages of 
Montepulciano, Pienza, San Quirico d’Orcia. In the afternoon visit with a 
local guide of Arezzo: St Francesco’s Church with the famous frescoes 
of Piero della Francesca, San Domenico’s church and the Dome… Dinner 
and overnight stay. 

8th day: Breakfast and departure. 

THE COLOURS OF TUSCANY AND THE  
MYSTICISM OF UMBRIA 8 days - 7 nights 

            CULTURAL TOURS      

… your ticket to Italy 
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1st day  : Arrival in Tuscany and meeting with the tour escort who will stay with the group for the whole tour. 
Accommodation in your hotel in Versilia Coast. Dinner and overnight stay. 

2nd day PISA : Buffet breakfast, in the morning time at disposal to discover the resort, in the afternoon  de-
parture to Pisa , guided visit of the city with the Cathedral, the famous Pending Tower,    Piazza dei Miracoli, 
the Battistero… dinner and overnight stay in the hotel. 

3rd day FLORENCE : Buffet breakfast, full-day to Florence, the cradle of the Renaissance, home to wonder-
ful works of art loved the world over, meeting with a guide for an half day guided tour of the city, free time for 
lunch, in the afternoon visit of Florence with our tour escort, walking on Ponte Vecchio… free time at disposal, 
dinner and overnight stay in hotel. 

4th day  LUCCA: Buffet breakfast,  departure for half day excursion to Lucca, with the famous and historical 
city walls, the narrow medieval streets, San Martino, San Michele, San Frediano Churches and the amphitheatre 
square.. visit of this typical city with a guide… half bord in hotel. 

5th day  SIENA & SAN GIMIGNANO, buffet breakfast, departure to Siena, guided tour of this Gothic city 
famous for the Palio horse race, which takes place in the impressive Piazza del Campo... Free time for lunch, 
departure to San Gimignano, one of the best preserved medieval towns in all  Italy  with its famous towers.... 
Dinner and overnight stay in hotel. 

6th day CINQUE TERRE: buffet breakfast, departure to La Spezia. Small train from La Spezia to Monterosso, 
visit and free time for lunch. Proceed then by boat  to Vernazza and Porto Venere,  and the La Spezia. Dinner 
and overnight stay in hotel. 

7th day  FLORENCE—UFFIZI GALLERY: buffet breakfast, departure to Florence for the visit of    Uffizi Gal-
lery and its treasures of art , free lunch, afternoon at disposal to discover Florence, dinner and overnight stay in 
hotel. 

8th day  DEPARTURE: buffet breakfast, departure. 

VERSILIA COAST AND “CINQUE TERRE” 
8 days - 7nts 

            CULTURAL TOURS        
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Day 01: ARRIVAL 
Departure from your city towards Italy.  
Arrival in Piombino, boarding on line boat to Elba island (one-hour crossing). 
Arrival in Portoferraio, capital of the island. Welcome drink, dinner and accommodation in your  3 * hotel. 
  
Day 02: ELBA ISLAND 
Breakfast and departure for a guided tour of Portoferraio, visit of the house of Napoleon (entrance included). 
Free time for lunch. Afternoon free for individual visits, shopping. 
Dinner and overnight at the hotel. 
  
Day 03: ELBA ISLAND—VERSILIA 
Breakfast and departure with an official guide for day dedicated to the discovery of the island with its 
landscapes, free time for lunch and then continuation for the West Coast with Porto Azzurro and Lacona.  
During the visit, stop in a cellar for tasting wines and local products . In the evening arrival in Portoferraio and 
departure by line boat to Piombino - continuation by coach towards Versilia Coast. 
Dinner and overnight at the 3 * hotel. 
  
Day 04: CINQUE TERRE 
Breakfast, transfer by coach to La Spezia and departure by boat to Monterosso with stops in Portovenere and 
Vernazza. 
Free time for lunch in Monterosso. In the afternoon departure by train from Monterosso to La Spezia where the 
bus is waiting for you. Continuation with your bus for the Hotel - dinner and accommodation. 
  
Day 05: DEPARTURE 
Breakfast and back at home. 

ELBA ISLAND AND CINQUE TERRE 
5 days - 4 nights  

            CULTURAL TOURS        
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 Sicily is considered to be highly rich in its own unique culture, 
especially with regard to the cuisine, architecture and arts. Sicily 
has long been associated with the arts; many poets, writers, phi-
losophers, intellectuals,  architects and painters have roots on the 
island. The Sicilian economy is largely based on agriculture 
(mainly orange and lemon orchards); this same rural countryside 
has attracted significant tourism in the modern age as its natural 
beauty is highly regarded.   

1 st day   Arrival to Palermo Airport. Welcome and transfer 
to your hotel. Dinner and overnight. 

2nd day   Breakfast. Guided visit of the historical centre of Palermo: the Cathedral, the well-know 
Palatine Chapel inside the Palace of Normans. Proceed to Monreale with its marvellous Arab-Norman 
Cathedral, return to the hotel. Dinner and overnight stay. 

3rd day   Breakfast. Departure to Cefalù, pittoresque small village located at the feet of an important 
fortress. From this beautiful place it is possible to admire landscapes on the sea.. Free lunch, after vis-
it of Bagheria, where there is the Villa Palagonia, built in 1705, one of the first examples of the Sicili-
an Baroque, return to the hotel. Dinner and overnight stay     

4th day   Breakfast . Departure to Segeste for the visit of the suggestive temple called “Solitario”, in 
Doric style. Continuation to Erice, that is located on the top of the Mount San Giuliano. Free lunch 
and proceed to Selinunte where it is possible to admire the ruins of ancient Greek villa located in the 
biggest Archeological Park of the Mediterrean. Transfer to the hotel in Agrigento. Dinner and over-
night stay. 

 

CLASSICAL TOUR OF SICILY 
8 days - 7 nights 

            CULTURAL TOURS       

… 

 

 

5th day  Breakfast. Departure to Agrigento and visit throught the Temples Valley : a guided walk 
along the sacred paths, from the temple  of Hera to the Concordia, from the temple of Hercules to 
that of Castore and Polluce, to Zeus Temple. Free lunch. Visit to the Villa Romana del Casale, well-
know for the rich and well preserved mosaics. In the late afternoon transfer to the hotel in Acireale/
Giardini di Naxos’ surroundings, dinner and overnight stay. 

6th day  Breakfast. Full-day excursion to Syracuse, ancient greek colony, rival to Athens and Rome. 
Free lunch. Visit of the Minerva Temple turned into a Christian Cathedral, the wall of Dionigi, the ear 
of Dioniso, the greek Theatre, the nearby Latomie. Back to the hotel. Dinner and overnight stay. 

7th day  Breakfast. Excursion to Mount Etna, Europe’s most important volcano still working, up to 
the Silvestri Carters (1,800 mt) to see some cones and eruptive mounths. And optional excursion to 
the higher carters (2,800 mt) is available with jeeps and cablecars. In the afternoon visit of Taormina 
and its open air greek-roman Theatre. Time at leisure. Return to your hotel.Dinner and overnight stay 

8th day  Breakfast and transfer Catania, where it is possible to admire the famous Baroque Cathe-
dral and the interesting historical centre, free lunch and free time for shopping, transfer to Palermo 
Airport. 

 

 

CLASSICAL TOUR OF SICILY 
8 days - 7 nights 

            CULTURAL TOURS        
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1st day: CARPI  
Arrival in Carpi, guided visit of the historical centre with particular attention at the places of the local 
gastronomy (covered market, historical gastronomy shops etc..), visit and tasting of the typical wine 
Lambrusco Doc in a wine cellar and accommodation in your hotel 3*** located in the nearby of Carpi, 
typical dinner in the hotel. Overnight stay. 
 
2nd day: SPILAMBERTO—VIGNOLA  
breakfast in the hotel, transfer to Spilamberto, guided visit of the historical centre with the “Museo del 
Balsamico Tradizionale” and Villa Fabriani. Free lunch. Continuation to Vignola, area of production of 
the famous cherries and guided visit of the “Rocca dei Contrari”, return to the hotel, dinner in a typical 
restaurant with menù composed by local specialities as “gnocco fritto” and “crescentine” of the Gui-
glia. Overnight stay in the hotel. 
 
3rd day: BOLOGNA—DOZZA  
breakfast in the hotel, transfer to Bologna, guided visit of the historical centre with special attention to 
the places of the gastronomy as the market and the ancient shops. Free lunch. In the afternoon  
transfer to Dozza, visit of this little town with Painted walls, Castle Malvezzi-Campeggi and the Region-
al Wine shop Emilia-Romagna. Visit and tasting in an ham factory with production of the      Prosciutto 
di Modena DOP (typical ham). Return to the hotel, dinner and overnight stay. 
 
4th day: PARMA :  
breakfast, in the early morning visit of a local dairy with production of Parmigiano-Reggiano DOP 
cheese. After a guided visit of the historical centre of Parma. Free lunch, departure. 

ENO-GASTRONOMIC TOUR IN  
EMILIA ROMAGNA 4 days - 3nts 

            HOLIDAYS IN ITALY        
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A good percentage of tourism in Piemonte is related to the cuisine and 
the so-called wine and food routes, since Piemonte disposes of tradi-
tional areas such as Langhe and the area of Alba, extremely visited for 
the white truffles.In these same areas the excellent wines of Piemonte, 
loved and greatly demanded by wine intenders, are produced: the Bar-
bera d'Alba, Nebbiolo delle Langhe, Grignolino, Dolcetto d'Alba and the 
Barolo are just some of these…. With this tour you can enjoy of these 
gorgeus food and wine and in the meanwhile admire the cultural beau-
ties..   

1st day: Arrival in your hotel in Turin area. Dinner and overnight stay. 

2nd day: After breakfast, departure to Alba, the capital of the Langhe where the medieval monu-
ments still conserve the original charming. Wine tasting in the enoteca regionale, located in the Castle 
Grinzane Cavour. Guided tour of the castle. Return to your Hotel. Dinner and overnight stay. 

3rd day:  After breakfast, departure for a guided visit to Turin. The city is famous for its Roman ori-
gins such as the remains of the Roman walls. Continue with the splendid Egyptian Museum (guide and 
entrance fees included). Dinner and overnight stay. 

4Th day:  After breakfast, another day dedicated to the beautiful city of Turin. Pick up with an official 
guide to the famous Basilica of Superga. The group can reach this Church throught a special funico-
lare called “cremagliera”. Time at disposal to admire this beautiful view. In the afternoon, stop in a 
wine cellar and time for shopping. Dinner and overnight stay. 

 

ENO-GASTRONOMIC TOUR IN PIEMONTE: Mix of 
food, wine and culture... 8 days - 7 nights 

            HOLIDAY S IN ITALY        
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5Th day:  After breakfast, departure to Saluzzo, famous for its medieval centre with the charac-
teristic narrow streets, murals and beautiful church. Visit to Staffarda Abbey dating from the 12th 
century and Castle della Manta. Time at your disposal - Dinner and overnight stay. 

6TH day: Breakfast. Departure to Monferrato – we  will visit  a Torronificio to taste the typical 
“torrone”, a sweet nougat.  Continue to Monferrato with a visit of an historic wine cellar  with wine 
tasting.  In the afternoon, guided tour of Asti with its numerous religious monuments including 
the Cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta and the Church of St. Anastasio with its crypt . Dinner and 
overnight stay in your Hotel. 

7TH day: Breakfast. Departure for the tour of Moncalvo (the land of tartufi) and a village of ro-
man origin. During the centuries it was owned by the Church of Asti, the Graffagni Family and the 
Marquis of Monferrato, who made it chief of his Marquisade. It passed definetively the Dominion of 
the Savoya Family in 1704. Guided visit of the city in which you will see the buildings of its histori-
cal past. On the way back stop over in a  wine cellar for a tasting of local wines.   Dinner and over-
night stay. 

8TH day: Breakfast and departure. 

ENO-GASTRONOMIC TOUR IN PIEMONTE: Mix of 
food, wine and culture... 8 days - 7 nights 

            HOLIDAY S IN ITALY        
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Rome, known throughout the world as the "Eternal city" is very important 
for its history and its monuments which are visited every year by thou-
sands of tourists: the Vatican City, the Holy See of our Pope, the Colosse-
um, the Trevi Fountain, the Capitolini Museums, the Vatican museums and 
galleries, the Borghese Gallery….This town keeps its neverending 
charme…and with this tour you can discover also the “unknown Vatican 
City”…. 

1st day: in the late afternoon arrival in Rome: welcome drink and meeting with our representative 
who will introduce our program. Time at leisure to enjoy Rome. Dinner and overnight at hotel.        
2nd day: Breakfast. In the morning guided visit to the Vatican Museums, Sistina Chapel and Raffael-
lo’s Rooms. In the afternoon guided visit with our art historians to the “Basilica and Catacombe of 
S.Agnese and the Mausoleo of Santa Costanza”, wonderful example of the Christian art.Then free time 
for shopping or to discover the unknown Rome. Dinner and overnight at Hotel.                                   
3rd day : Breakfast. In the morning guided visit with our art historians to the Basilica of St John Lat-
eran, the Cloister and the Baptistery, the Lateranense Palace, the ancient Pope Residence, la Scala 
Santa and Sancta Santorum, the Pope’s private Chapel. The afternoon is at your disposal for a “roman 
walking”, discovering the beauties of Rome. Dinner and overnight stay.          
4th day :Breakfast at hotel. In the morning guided visit to the Vatican Necropolis, the unknown Vati-
can City, and visit to St Peter’s Basilica. In the afternoon visit to Santa Maria Maggiore, the first Basili-
ca of Rome. Farewell dinner at a typical restaurant and overnight at hotel.        
5th day: breakfast and departure. 

CHRISTIAN ROME: THE UNKNOWN  
VATICAN CITY 
5 days - 4 nights 

            HOLIDAYS IN ITALY        
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The Amalfi Coast, or Costiera Amalfitana in Italian, is a 
stretch of coastline on the southern side of the Sorren-
tine Peninsula of Italy (Province of Salerno), extending 
from Positano in the west to Vietri sul Mare in the east. 
Renowned for its rugged terrain, scenic beauty, pictur-
esque towns and diversity, the Amalfi Coast is listed by 
UNESCO as a World Heritage Site.                                                                                                                       
1st day   Arrival at APT/NAP and transfer by our De-
Luxe Coach to your Hotel. Accomodation, welcome 
drink and rest of the day at disposal. Dinner and over-
night stay.                                                                   

2nd day  Breakfast. Departure with our coach for a full-day excursion Pom-
pei/ Vesuvius. Guided tour of the famous excavations. Optional lunch and 
then continuation to the Vesuvius, the only active vulcano on the mainland of 
Europe. The coach will take you till mt 1000 and from here you can walk till 
the crater and visit with an alpine guide (optional). Dinner and overnight stay. 

 

3rd day  Breakfast. Departure with our coach for a full-day excursion to Naples. Naples was founded 
in 600 B.C. by the Greeks and the Romans took over in 320 BC Naples in rife in history with buildings, 
churches and monuments dating back centuries. Guided visit of the National Museum (most of the 
treasures from Pompei and Herculaneum have been transferred to this museum for safe keeping), 
optional lunch and in the afternoon Sightseeing tour in the centre: Piazza del Plebiscito, the Gallery 
Umberto I, the San Carlo Opera House, the Piazza Municipio with its huge medieval Castle the Mas-
chio Angioino. Dinner and overnight stay.                                                                             4th 
day  Breakfast, transfer by private minibusses from the hotel to the port and departure with a stearn-
er with reserved seats to Capri. Private minibusses for tour of the island with stops for visits in Capri 
and Anacapri with a local guide. In the afternoon you will make a nice walk through the Gardens of 
August to admire the famous “Faraglioni” and small Marina. Dinner and overnight stay.      5th day  
Breakfast. Departure for Half-day excursion to Hercolaneum by coach. Visit with local guide. After-
noon at leisure. Dinner and overnight stay. 

 

THE AMALFI COAST AND NAPLES  
8 days - 7 nights 

            HOLIDAYS IN ITALY        
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6th day  Breakfast. Full-day excursion to the Amalfi coast with our coach. The road from Sorrento 
to Amalfi takes you upper Positano, once a small fishing village, today the favourite haunt of artists 
and writers. The Amalfidrive, as this road is called, is one of the world’s most famous scenic roads and 
Amalfi is a village of incomparable beauty. Proceed to Ravello, famed for its gardens. Dinner and over-
night-stay. 

7th day  Breakfast, day at leisure for shopping, relax or individual visits. Farewell dinner in hotel with 
4 courses, ½ bottle of spumante per person and live music and dancing. Overnight stay at hotel.  

8th day  Breakfast and transfer by coach to APT / Naples in due time for the return fight. 

 

THE AMALFI COAST AND NAPLES  
8 days - 7 nights 

            HOLIDAYS IN ITALY        
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1st day: Apulia: arrival at Bari or Brindisi airport, meeting with our tour escort, accommodation in the 
region of the Valle d’Itria (Noci, Castellaneta Marina, Carovigno, Ostuni, Alberobello) . Dinner and 
overnight stay in the hotel. 

2nd day: Tour of Salento : LECCE, OTRANTO, GALLIPOLI: buffet breakfast in the hotel, departure 
for the visit of the historical centre of Lecce: Sant’ Oronzo Square, San Matteo Church, the big square 
“Duomo”… free lunch,  continuation to Otranto, visit of this beautiful city: the Cathedral, the Chapel 
of 800 martyrs, the crypt with its fabulous mosaics (one of the bigger in the world) realized by the 
monk Pantaleone. If possible, continuation to Gallipoli (it depends to the time). Short visit of Gallipoli 
with its historical centre, monuments and palaces; dinner and overnight stay in the hotel. 

3rd day: VALLE D’ITRIA, ALBEROBELLO, OSTUNI. Buffet breakfast, departure to Alberobello, 
the capital of “Trulli”, symbol of the region. Visit of the quarter Monti (world UNESCO heritage), 
church Trullo, Trullo Siamoi… free lunch. Visit then of the ancient village of Ostuni with its famous 
white houses. There are many small shops for the shopping lovers, visit and tasting in a local factory/
cellar of olive oil from Ostuni. dinner and overnight stay in the hotel. 

4th day: BASILICATA AND ALTA MURGIA, MATERA, ALTAMURA: buffet breakfast, departure 
to Matera, famous for its stones (world UNESCO heritage), it is also set in the chalky rock. Visit of 
the “Civica”, the roman Cathedral and “Sasso Barisano”, free lunch. In the afternoon stop in Altamu-
ra for the discover of this small village rich in monuments. Dinner and overnights stay in hotel 

 

APULIA TOUR AND MATERA 
8 days - 7 nights 
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5th day: VALLE D’ITRIA-CAVES OF CASTELLANA-MARTINA FRANCA-CISTERNINO: buffet 
breakfast, departure to the Caves of Castellana, where it is possible to admire the famous stalag-
mites and stalactites, unique in the world. Free lunch, visit of Martina Franca, a magnificent small 
baroque village, considered the capital of “Valle d’Itria”, stop in Cisternino, another characteristic 
village of Valle d’Itria. dinner and overnight stay in the hotel. 

6th day: CATHEDRAL and CASTLES: TRANI, CASTEL DEL MONTE: buffet breakfast, transfer to 
Trani, small village on the sea, visit of the Cathedral, symbol of the Roman Art in the Apulia, and the 
castle fortified by Federico II, to defence the port. Free lunch. After visit of Castel del Monte (word 
UNESCO heritage), continuation through the Region of Gargano (Manfredonia, Monte Sant’Angelo), 
dinner and overnight stay in the hotel. 

7th day: GARGANO-MANFREDONIA-MONTE SANT’ANGELO-SAN GIOVANNI ROTONDO: 
buffet breakfast, visit of Manfredonia with its ancient district, transfer to Monte Sant’Angelo, sym-
bol of pilgrimates. Free lunch. Free visit of San Giovanni Rotondo, town of St. Padre Pio of Pietralci-
na. Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel. 

8th day: DEPARTURE buffet breakfast, departure. 

 

TOUR OF APULIA—MATERA 
8 days - 7 nights 

            HOLIDAYS IN ITALY        
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Day 1: ARRIVAL 
Arrival at Naples Airport, meeting with our tour escort and your coach and transfer to Naples city centre. 
Guided tour of the historical centre to admire the different districts and the main monuments: the district of Vomero, panoramic 
view, Plebiscito Square, the Umberto I Gallery, the port of Santa Lucia ... Free time for lunch. 
In the afternoon, guided tour of the Archaeological Museum. 
Installation at the hotel in surroundings of Sorrento, welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay. 
  
Day 2: CAPRI/ANACAPRI  
Breakfast in the hotel. Day dedicated at the discovery of CAPRI. Shuttle service to the port of 
Sorrento. Here we find the guide and departure by boat direction Capri. On arrival at the port of 
Capri, you will make a tour of the island by minibus  to Capri and Anacapri including the visit of 
the Villa San Michele. The Villa offers a splendid panorama on Capri, Marina Grande, Mount Tibe-
rius and the "Faraglioni". Free time for lunch. Return to Sorrento by boat, transfer by minibus to 
the hotel, dinner and overnight stay. 
 
Day 3: AMALFI COAST 
Breakfast in the hotel. Meeting in the hotel with the guide. Departure by coach to AMALFI. The road reframes the most beautiful 
coast of Italy. On the road, discover Positano, the white and cubic houses with Moorish looks, passing in front of Vettica Maggiore 
and its view on the site, Vallone Di Furore (gorge of Fury) impressive cut on the coast. 
Visit of the St Andrea Cathedral, founded in 9th century, enlarged to the 10th and 13th, in particular its bronze door and inside, 
baroque style, two antique columns, two candelabras and two ambos of the 12th. Then through the atrium you enter the cloister 
of Paradise, built in 1268, The Basilica of the Crucifix (9th century) where there is a part of the treasure of the cathedral and the 
Crypt St Andrea. 
Free time to stroll in the streets of Genova and Capuano, lively center of the city where balconies and flower niches make it a 
picturesque place. Free time for lunch. Continuation by coach to Atrani, a pleasant village of fishmen. Then Ravello. Ravello is a 
small town about 30 minutes from Maiori, located  "Between sky and sea "; The city clings to the steep slopes of the Dragon Hill. 
Guided tour of the historic centre of Ravello and the Villa Rufolo (entrance included), built in the 13th century and served as a 
residence for several popes (splendid panorama from the terraces).  Back to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay. 
 
Day 4: CASTEL DEL MONTE – TRANI  
Breakfast. Departure by coach to CASTEL DEL MONTE, splendid building of blond stone, it stands on a height and belongs to the 
numerous castles built by Frederick II, the Emperor Builder, guided tour. Free time for lunch. 
Departure to the Adriatic coast and stop at the seaside resort of TRANI, guided tour with entrance to the castle: reputed with 
many charms ... its small port with blue boats and ochre and white Houses is one of the most picturesque places. Dinner and  
night stay  in the hotel region Gargano/Barletta. 
 
Day 5: VIESTE – MONTE SANT'ANGELO – MANFREDONIA 
Breakfast.  Departure by coach for the visit of Vieste with its cathedral Santa Maria di Merino, and the rocky headland of Punta 
San Francesco. Free time for lunch. Departure for the visit to Monte Sant ' Angelo, the ancient village of the Cave of the Archan-
gel, already place of pilgrimage at the time of the Crusades. Continuation for Manfredonia: Visit of the old village, with entrance 
to the church of Santa Maria de Siponto (entrance).  Back to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
        

THE AMALFI COAST AND APULIA TOUR 
10 days - 9 nights 
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Day 6: BARI – POLIGNANO A MARE 
Breakfast. Guided tour of BARI. The old town evokes the Orient, a crowded city whose alleys strangled between the small cube 
houses protect both the cold and the warm, in the shade of the Great basilica where St. Nicholas rests.  
Free time for lunch. Continuation by coach for Polignano a Mare, one of the most characteristic towns in Italy, visit the historic 
centre. Transfer to the hotel region Valle Itria. Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel. 
 
Day 7: Grotte DI CASTELLANA – ALBEROBELLO – OSTUNI  
Breakfast. Departure from the hotel direction of Grotte di Castellana. Entrance and guided tour of the caves of CASTELLANA, the 
result of the work of groundwater, of exceptional beauty, they received evocative names: the owl, The Serpent's Corridor (500 
mn on foot for the 1st course).  Departure to Alberobello, the capital of the Trulli, symbol of the region. Visit of the Monti District 
(UNESCO World Heritage), the Trullo Church, the Trullo Siamoi and so many other dazzling and unique views of this city.  Free 
time for lunch. In the afternoon visit of the old town of Ostuni: the White City. It grows on a hill surrounded by acres of secular 
olive trees. Entrance to the cathedral. Back to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay. 
 
Day 8: LECCE and GALLIPOLI 
Breakfast at the hotel.  Departure for the visit to the historic centre of Lecce.  Visit of the most significant monuments of the local 
Baroque: Place St Oronzo, the Church of St Matteo, the Rosary, the Grand Piazza "Duomo" ...  Free time for lunch. Then conti-
nuation towards Gallipoli.  Back to the hotel, dinner and overnight stay 

 
Day 9: TARANTO – MATERA  
Breakfast. Departure to TARANTO. Heiress of the Spartan colony, it presents itself in the form of an island and was one of the 
richest cities of greater Greece. The old town with the medieval charm remained intact offers beautiful treasures of architecture. 
Guided tour of the 11th century cathedral, the castle, the National Museum (entrance) 
Free time for lunch. 
Continuation to MATERA, in a region that remained long in the movement of Constantinople and discovery of the Sassi (pebbles), 
singular Habitat cave. Back to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay. 
  
Day 10: POMPEI– AND BACK HOME 
Breakfast  
Early departure direction Pompei, guided visit to the excavations. 
Free time for lunch. 
Transfer to the airport of Naples for the check-in. 
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1st day: ALGHERO, arrival at Alghero Airport, meeting with the tour escort, who will stay with the 
group for the whole tour, dinner and overnight stay in the hotel. 

2nd day: CAPO CACCIA—PALMAVERA: buffet breakfast, excursion to Capo Caccia. Optional visit 
to “Grotta di Nettuno” and village of Palmavera. Free lunch. After visit of Alghero: the Cathedral, 
Piazza Civica, St Francesco Church and the Spanish bastions. Dinner and overnight stay. 

3rd day: NUORO—ORGOSOLO: buffet breakfast and departure to Nuoro, visit of the city and the 
Museum of the Costume. Continuation to Orgosolo, free lunch in the area of Pratobello, then short 
walking to see the Murales, back to the hotel for dinner and overnight. 

4th day: CALA LUNA—COSTA SMERALDA: buffet breakfast, departure to Cala Luna, visit of the 
caves of Bue Marino, free lunch, and continuation to the east coast. Arrival in the hotel in Costa 
Smeralda, dinner and overnight stay. 

5th day: LA MADDALENA—COSTA SMERALDA: buffet breakfast, transfer to Palau and boarding 
on the boat to La Maddalena. Visit of the village and house/museum of G.Garibaldi in Caprera. Free 
lunch, in the afternoon excursion to Costa Smeralda and visit of : Porto Cervo, Cala di Volpe, Capricci-
oli and Baja Sardinia. Dinner and overnight stay. 

6th day: BERCHIDDA—ALGHERO: buffet breakfast, departure to Berchidda, visit of the wine mu-
seum and the art of the confectionery. Free lunch, tasting of local products and continuation to Alghe-
ro, dinner and overnight stay. 

7th day: DEPARTURE: buffet breakfast, departure. 

TOUR OF SARDINIA 
7 days - 6 nights 

            HOLIDAYS IN ITALY        
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People who like golf will find a top quality golf circuit in the province of Brescia and on Garda Lake!! 

All the courses are immersed in beautiful and panoramic surroundings: 

The Garda Golf  is located in Soiano, between Desenzano and Salo’. The Experts consider GARDA 
GOLF one of the best golf courses built over the past 10 years. It stretches over an area of 110 
hectares and was designed by British golfing architects. The Garda Golf Country Club is a 27-hole 
golf course which spreads between the Rocca di Manerba, the Castle of Soiano and the Valtenesi 
hills, and offers a breathtakingly beautiful panorama. 

The prestigious Golf Palazzo Arzaga is located in Calvagese della 
Riviera and  providing a stunning backdrop and a unique mild climate, 
which allows golf to be played throughout the year. The first 18 holes, 
Arzaga I, were designed by Jack Nicklaus II, while the 9-hole course, 
Arzaga II, was designed by Gary Player. Arzaga's Golf Academy is the 
first Teaching & Learning Centre of the PGA of Europe in Italy. 

The Bogliaco Golf  is situated in Toscolano Maderno, close to the hills 
on the western side of lake Garda, (altitude of 100 metres) , covered 
with oleander, laurel, cypresses, olive trees and other plants typical of 
Mediterranean vegetation. The raised position gives a splendid view 
over almost the full length of the lake and the mountains which surround it. The decidedly mild 
climate offers the possibility of playing all year round. 

In Franciacorta the course borders some famous vineyards and is close to Romantic Lake Iseo, so people after playing golf 
can see fantastic panoramic View and have a good aperitive with sparkling good wine…. 

In Pozzolengo, between Desenzano and Sirmione, is located the new but already well-known Chervò Golf San Vigilio, im-
mersed in the green morainic hills. Not far from Lake Garda, the San Vigilio offers 360 ° emotions thanks to the many servi-
ces offered: a course with 27 holes divided into three paths and an additional 9-hole executive course specifically designed 
for novice players, the hotel, the swimming pool, a nice restaurant... 

We can provide you good accomodation in 4* Hotels on Lake Garda close to the golf course and organize for your clients the 
transfers with luxury coaches… And every other tourist service you might need. 

 

PLAYING GOLF ON GARDA LAKE… 
Some proposals just wait for you! 

            HOLIDAY S IN ITALY        
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1st day: Arrival in the afternoon in Genoa, meeting with your guide and panoramic tour of the city: 
the quarters located in the hills, Monte Carignano and its Basilique, the Port, the “Passeggiata a 
Mare” (Corso Italia), the characteristic village of Boccadasse, the modern centre….welcome drink, din-
ner and overnight stay in the hotel. 

2nd day: buffet breakfast, Full day guided tour of the ancient and medieval Genoa : the House of 
Cristoforo Colombo, Cloister of Sant’ Andrea, the Porta Soprana, the medieval walls, the Roman 
Church of San Donato, continuation throught the “Carrugi” till the hill of the castle, the Church of San-
ta Maria di Castello, Gloria Phamphili’s Palace , walking in the “Via San Lorenzo”, the Cemetery … din-
ner and overnight stay. 

3rd day: buffet breakfast, morning dedicated at the visit if the Aquarium. Continuation to Ovada 
and visit with tasting of the typical products in the Castello di Tagliolo. Possibility to visit a Choco-
late Factory or free time in the Outlet of Serravalle Scrivia. Dinner in a typical “trattoria” in the city 
centre. Overnight stay. 

4th day: buffet breakfast, departure.  

GENOA AND ITS AQUARIUM 
4 days - 3 nights 

            SHORT STAYS        
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1st day:  Turin—Egyptian Museum 
Arrival in Turin , guided tour of the historical centre with a guide, visit of the Cathedral of  San Giovanni, 
Roman Theatre, Church  San  Lorenzo, Regio Theatre, Royal Palace (external) and entrance in the Egyptian  
Musuem..Dinner and overnight stay in your hotel. 
 
2nd day: The Langhe Region 
Buffet breakfast in the hotel. 
Meeting with your guide and excursion full day to the region of the LANGHE, with the Visit of the medieval 
village of Alba with its Dome, typical dinner, overnight stay in hotel. 
 
3rd day: Venaria Reale 
Buffet breakfast in the hotel. Excursion to Venaria Reale, entrance and guided visit of the Palace and its gardens. 
Free lunch, departure. 

1st day: Turin and river Po 
Arrival in Turin in the late morning— free time for lunch and meeting with your guide,  boarding on the  
public boat on the River Po, Murazzi,  till Castel del Valentino and outside visit of the Castle with walk  
in the gardens. 
Continuation by boat till boarding Italia 61, by foot you will reach the Museo della Vettura,  entrance and  
Guided visit. Accommodation in your hotel for dinner and overnight stay. 
 
2nd day : The Egyptian Museum 
Buffet breakfast in the hotel. Guided visit of the historical centre of Turin with the Cathedral of San Giovanni, 
The Roman Theatre, Church of San Lorenzo, Regio Theatre and entrance in the Royal Palace and visit of the  
Egyptian Museum . Free lunch. Continuation of the guided visit. Dinner and overnight stay. 
 
3rd day: Venaria Reale 
Buffet breakfast in the hotel. Excursion to  Venaria Reale, guided visit of the Palace and  the Gardens, free lunch  
and departure.  

DISCOVERING  TURIN 3 days - 2 nts 

           SHORT STAYS 

… your ticket to 

TURIN AND“LANGHE” REGION 3 days - 2nts 
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Venice has been known as the "La Dominante", "Serenissima", "Queen of the Adriatic", "City of Water", "City of 
Bridges", and "The City of Light". It is considered by many to be one of the most beautiful cities in the world. 
Venetian Republic was a major maritime power during the Middle Ages and  Renaissance, and a staging area for 
the Crusades and the Battle of Lepanto, as well as a very important center of commerce (especially silk, grain 
and spice trade) and art in the 13th century up to the end of the 17th century. Nowadays a visit to this town is 
always an unforgettable experience…. 

1st day    Arrival to the airport in Venice. Meet our local assistance and transfer by private boat to 
your hotel in this charming town. Welcome drink, dinner  and overnight stay. 

2nd day   Breakfast. You will start the visit of Venice, the town built on several islands separated by 
many canals. Visit with a local guide: San Marco Square, the Basilica, the Ducal Palace, Rialto, 
the  Bridge of Sighs…Time at leisure and, as optional, a romantic Gondola trip. Dinner and over-
night stay. 

3rd day   Breakfast. Full-day excursion with private boat and a local guide to the Islands of Murano, 
Burano and Torcello, known throughout the world for picturesque scenery, handcraft and history. 
Murano is well known for its glass making, Burano is famous not only for its lace but it is also a pretty 
fishingvillage, its streets lined with bright coloured houses. Torcello is a delightful little Island, the ear-
liest centre of civilisations in the estuary . Typical dinner in a restaurant. Overnight stay.    

4th day   Breakfast , transfer by boat to the airport and departure. 

VENICE, LA SERENISSIMA 
4 days - 3 nights 

                SHORT STAYS       
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1st day  In the late morning arrival in Rome: wel-
come drink and meeting with our representative who 
will introduce our program. Guided tour of the an-
cient Rome: the Coliseum, the Forum, the Campido-
glio. Dinner and overnight stay. 

2nd day  Breakfast. In the morning guided visit of 
the Vatican Museums and S. Peter’s Square. In the afternoon guided visit of the historical centre 
of Rome,   visiting the most beautiful places with stop at the famous bar “St. Eustachio” to taste the 
world famous espresso. Dinner in a typical Roman restaurant. Overnight at Hotel.                  

3rd day  Breakfast. Full-day excursion to Tivoli and Castelli Romani; in the morning guided visit of 
Villa Adriana or Villa d’Este. Lunch in a typical “wine cellar” in Frascati, tasting the real roman food. In 
the afternoon visit to the “Castelli Romani”: Albano (with its beautiful lake) and Castel Gandolfo 
(summer residence of the Pope), Marino…in the evening return to Rome. Dinner and overnight stay.     

4th day  Breakfast. Morning at leisure for shopping or to discover the unsual Rome (please ask our 
assistance for information). Departure. 

 

ROME INTERLUDE: THE ETERNAL CITY  
4 days - 3 nights 

                 SHORT STAYS  
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What does the Carnival of Venice hold in store for us?     Sensation! This is the 
Venice Carnival title. Plenty of sensations between "calli" and "campielli", the typi-
cal venetian streets and small squares. In the five neighbourhoods, the 
"sestieri", all of your senses will be stimulated: hearing, sight, taste, 
touch, smell and the most mysterious, the sixth! 

1° day: Arrival to the airport and transfer by boat to your hotel in 
Venice in the late afternoon. Welcome drink. Dinner and overnight 
stay. 

2° day: Breakfast. Visit with a local guide of  this magic town built 
on several islands separated by many canals: San Marco Square, the 
Basilica, The Ducal Palace, Rialto, the Bridge of sights… Time at 
leisure in the town coloured by the Carnival masks. Dinner and overnight 
stay. 

3° day: Breakfast. Private boat  for a full day excursion to the Islands of 
Murano, Burano, Torcello with a local guide. Murano is well-known for 
its glasses, Burano for its laces and its coloured houses and Torcello for its 
Cathedral. Typical dinner . Overnight in your Hotel . 

4° day: Breakfast and departure 

Please contact us for the dates of Carnival and the different rates ! We have htls in Venice, Mes-
tre, Lido di Jesolo and Sottomarina di Chioggia.  

THE CARNIVAL IN VENICE 
4 days - 3 nights 

                     EVENTS   
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1° day: Arrival to your Hotel in the Lake Garda Region /surroundings Verona or Brescia. Welcome 
drink, dinner and overnight stay. 

2 day: Breakfast. In the morning excursion to Sirmione, the pearl of the Lake, with an official guide. 
In the afternoon excursion to Verona, the town of Giulietta and Romeo, with its squares, the Arena, 
Via Mazzini and its shops. Visit of the town with a local guide. Dinner in restaurant and then perfor-
mance at the Arena. Overnight stay 

3° day: Breakfast. Time at leisure in the morning. In the afternoon excursion to Mantua, ducal town. 
Visit with a local guide: Piazza Sordello, the Dome, the Ducal Palace, Palazzo Te…. You will continue 
then to Verona, dinner in a restaurant and performance at the Arena. 

4° day: Breakfast and departure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dates and calendar of the new Opera Season are already available. 

Please contact us, we can book tickets for Opera performances for your groups. 

 Rates upon request.  

VERONA AND THE MAGIC ARENA 
4 days - 3 nights 

                     EVENTS         
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1° day  Arrival at the airport. Transfer to the centre of the town and Sightseeing tour of Milano 
with our coach and tour escort.  Transfer to your hotel located in Milan or surroundings. Dinner 
and overnight in Hotel  2° day Breakfast in Hotel. Free time at disposal of the group. In the late 
morning transfer with coach from your hotel to the San Siro Stadium for the football Match.       
Transfer San Siro Stadium to your Hotel.  Dinner and overnight stay in your Hotel  3° day  Break-
fast in Hotel  Transfer with our coach from Hotel to the airport. We can  book for your group the 
tickets for the football matches. The above program is for matches in Milan (Milan or Interna-
zionale football teams). 

 

GRAN PREMIO FORMULA UNO 4 days - 3 nights 

                SPORT EVENTS 

… your ticket to Italy  

FOOTBALL MATCHES 3 days - 2 nights 

 

1° day:  Arrival in your Hotel in Milan or surroundings. 
Welcome drink. Overnight stay. 2° day:  Breakfast. De-
parture to Monza to attend the qualification trials. In the 
afternoon city tour of Milan with an official guide: Duomo 
Cathedral, Castello Sforzesco, Alla Scala Theatre, the Pina-
coteca Ambrosiana. Free time for shopping or for the per-
sonal discovery of the city. Return to your Hotel. Overnight 
stay.3° day:  Breakfast. In the morning  departure to 
Monza to attend the Formula 1 Gran Premio. Return to 

your Hotel. Overnight stay.  4° day:  Breakfast and departure. 

GARDALAND: THE BIGGEST AMUSEMENT PARK 
IN ITALY 
 

 

 

GROUPS MINIMUM 20 PERSONS: 03 NIGHTS IN      
HOTEL 3*** ON LAKE GARDA +01 DAY ENTRANCE FEE 

TO GARDALAND PARK +01 ENTRANCE FEE TO    
AQUARIUM SEA LIFE + MENU’ RAPID FOR 02 DAYS: 

from EURO 155,00 PER PERSON 

SINGLE SUPPLEMENT EURO 39,00 p.p. 
 

 

            HOLIDAYS IN ITALY        
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Eno-gastronomic week-end in Cremona p. 1 from euro 439,00 p.p. with coach 
Eno-gastronomic week-end in Mantua p. 2 from euro 408,00 p.p. with coach 
Gardens and scents on Lake Garda p. 3 from euro 288,00 p.p. 
Enogastronomic tour on Lake Garda and … p. 4 from euro 278,00 p.p. 
Discovering Lake Garda 4 days p. 5 from euro 160,00 p.p. 
Discovering Lake Garda 8 days p. 6 from euro 355,00 p.p. 
Gourmet tour on Lake Garda  p. 7 from euro 398,00 p.p. 
Lake Maggiore and its islands    p. 8 from euro 193,00 p.p. 
Combined tour of northern lakes p. 9 from euro 392,00 p.p. 
Cento Valli Train       p. 10 from euro 244,00 p.p. 
The atmosphere of Lake Como p. 11 from euro 295,00 p.p. 
Dolomites and Lake Levico p. 12 from euro 220,00 p.p. 
The unforgettable classical Tour p. 13-14 from euro 548,00 p.p. 
Tuscany : land of colours and flavours  p. 15 from euro 329,00 p.p. 
The colours of Tuscany p. 16-17 from euro 338,00 p.p. 
Versilia Coast and Cinque Terre p. 18 from euro 375,00 p.p. 
Elba Island and Cinque Terre  p. 19 from euro 210,00 p.p. 
Classical tour of Sicily p. 20-21 from euro 580,00 p.p. with coach 
Eno-gastronomic tour in Emilia Romagna p. 22 from euro 208,00 p.p. 
Eno-gastronomic tour in Piemonte  p. 23-24 from euro 425,00 p.p. 
Christian Rome: the unknown Vatican city p. 25 from euro 318,00 p.p. 
The Amalfi Coast and Naples p. 26-27 from euro 575,00 p.p. 
Apulia Tour and Matera p. 28-29 from euro 390,00 p.p. with coach 
The Amalfi Coast and Apulia  p. 30-31 from euro 874,00 p.p. with coach 
Tour of Sardinia p. 32 from euro 538,00 p.p. with coach 
Playing Golf on Garda Lake p. 33 rates on request 
Genoa and its Aquarium p. 34 from euro 219,00 p.p. 
Discovering Turin p. 35 from euro 175,00 p.p. 
Turin and « Langhe » Region p. 35 from euro 170,00 p.p.  
Venice, la Serenissima p. 36 from euro 398,00 p.p.  
Rome interlude: the eternal city p. 37 from euro 263,00 p.p.  
The Carnival in Venice          p. 38 from euro 410,00 p.p.-htl in Venice low seas. 
Verona and the magic Arena p. 39 from euro 215,00 p.p. 
Gran Premio—football matches p. 40 rates upon request 
Gardaland p. 41 from euro 155,00 p.p. 
Prices p. 42 
Conditions p. 43 

 
Single supplement upon request. 
 
 
Rates are not valid in Festivity periods, groups minimum 30 paying persons, local city tax is not included. 
Rates for students upon request. Coach rates upon request.  
Accommodation in Hotel 3***. 
 
please contact us for more details: info@tickettoride.it  , group@tickettoride.it 
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PRICES IN EURO, PER PERSON, FOR GROUPS OF 

MINIMUM 30 PAYING PERSONS , from ... 

 

CONFIRMATION AND RESERVATION: 
The contract of confirmation implicates the acceptance from the client of the conditions of organization,  especially 
what concerning the calculation of the tariffs, the cancellation conditions and payment conditions. 
 
RESERVATION AND PAYMENT: 
The reservations will be considered confirmed at the received of the deposit of 25% on the total amount. 
A deposit of 70% on the invoice total will be requested at the received of the final rooming list of the group. 
Ticket to Ride Travel needs to receive the balance maximum 15 days before the arrival of the group. 
 
CANCELLATION—INTERRUPTION OF THE TRIP: 
In case of cancellation of the trip Ticket to Ride Travel will apply the following penalties, plus the costs taken for 
the cancellation of the services already booked : 
25% of the total amount for cancellations till 30 days before the arrival 
50% of the total amount for cancellations till 14 days before the arrival 
75% of the total amount for cancellations till 3 days before the arrival 
No refund will be given after  this date. 
No refund will be given for interruption of the trip. 
 
CANCELLATION WITHOUT PENALTIES: 
The clients can recede the contract without any penalties in the following cases: increase of the price more of 10%, 
modification of the contract from Ticket to Ride Travel (the client has to confirm or refund the proposition of 
modification of the contract asked from Ticket to Ride, within 2 days of the receipt of it). In case of refund the client 
has the right to receive back the amont given or benefit of another  tourist package of same level. 
 
CANCELLATION FROM THE AGENCY TICKET TO RIDE: 
Ticket to Ride Travel reserves the right to cancel the trip in case of major force, war, troubles, strikes and refusal or 
recess of the right of landing and boarding etc.. 
In this case the deposit will be refund completely. There will be not any additional refusal. 
 
MODIFICATIONS: 
Ticket to Ride Travel can change the hotels/resort of the stay with another one of the same level due to 
organization reasons. 
 
COMPLAINTS: 
Every complaints concerning the not execution of the contract have to be communicated as soon as possible to 
permit to Ticket to Ride to intervene and put right. Client has to send its complaint within 10 days of the end of the 
stay, (by record letter with confirmation of receipt). 
 
PRICES: 
The prices in the brochure have been calculted according to the economic conditions in force on 1st september 2017. 
In case of modification of the taxes or the tariffs the clients will be informed about it. The local « tourist tax » is not 
included and has to be paid locally by clients if requested. 
 
COMPETENT COURT: 
For eventual disputes or arguments, the court competent will be the court of Brescia. 
 
Permission of practice  SCIA 0153544713  
Insurance Europe Assistance— policy number 9109553  
Ticket to Ride Travel srl 
Via Gramsci n° 16—Padenghe sul Garda (BS) 
P.IVA  03530570989  
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GENERAL SALES CONDITIONS 

 



Via Gramsci, 16 - 25080 Padenghe s/G. (BS) - ITALY
Tel. +39 030 9900567 / +39 030 9900497

Fax +39 030 9903604
E-mail: info@tickettoride.it - www.tickettoride.it


